This paper proposes an agent-architecture to deal with real-time problems where it is important both to react to constant changes in the state of the environment and to recognize the generic tendencies in the sequence of those changes. Reactivity must satisfy the need for immediate answers; cognition will enable the perception of medium and long time variations, allowing decisions that lead to an improved reactivity. Agents are able to evolve through an instance-based learning mechanism fed by the cognition process that allows them to improve their performance as they accumulate experience. Progressively, they learn to relate their ways of reacting (reaction strategies) with the general state of the environment. Using a simulation workbench that sets a distributed communication problem, different tests are made in an effort to evaluate: the utility of the multi-agent system architecture and the importance of the individual features of agents, the utility of using a set of different strategies, and the significance of the learning mechanism. The resulting conclusions point out the most significant aspects of the generic model adopted, helping to put it in perspective as a solution for other problems.
Introduction

Motivation
Reaction, cognition and the ability to learn are among the most fundamental aspects of human behaviour. Daily, we react to a non-deterministic and constantly changing world, often facing unknown situations that nevertheless need immediate answer (for example, crossing an unknown street for the first time); we constantly rely on our cognitive ability to classify the surrounding environment (for example, choosing the best place to cross the street); we use our experience to select actions for specific situations (for example, quickly crossing the street when the sign turns red). Generally, cognition and the ability to learn lead to the accumulation of experience, allowing better decisions that improve the selection of actions. This is the central idea of the agent-architecture proposed in this paper: the agents have a reaction module that allows them to answer in real-time, a cognition module that successively captures and classifies images of the environment, and a learning module that accumulates experience that progressively allows a better selection of actions.
Related work
In the context of concrete applications of multi-agent systems in traditional telecommunication problems, our main goal is to put in perspective the relationships between the generic problems observed in a distributed application and the generic answers that a multi-agent system is able to offer, in an abstraction level more concerned with properties than with detail. Even though no studies similar to ours were found (involving reaction, cognition and machine learning in a telecommunication problem), many other investigations in the field of multi-agent systems and telecommunications address problems in real-time environments that share many of the essential characteristics. A wide diversity of studies address problems such as routing, traffic congestion, scalability, fault location, and cooperative work, to mention only a few. Work on this area can be found in (Albayrak, 1999) and (Hayzelden et al, 1999) . (Mavromichalis and Vouros, 2000) and (Malec, 2000) propose layered agent-architectures to address the problem of controlling and balancing reactivity and deliberation in dynamic environments requiring real-time responsiveness. These perspectives show some similarities to our work, but they don't incorporate a machine learning mechanism. (Weiβ, 2000) discusses the relationship between learning, planning and reacting, proposing an extension to a single-agent architectural framework to improve multi-agent coordination. The learning mechanism is used in order to determine the best way of alternating between reaction-based and plan-based coordination. In this particular, our study is significantly different: our learning mechanism concerns how to react in environments where reaction is a necessity rather than an option.
Work concerning a learning approach in some regards close to ours can be found in (Prasad and Lesser 1999) . They propose a system that dynamically configures societies of agents, using cognition and/or communication as the basis for learning specific-situation coordination strategies.
A group communication problem
Motivation
The communication problem used in this investigation was idealized following two main requirements: -the preservation of the generic properties of a real-time distributed application; -the avoidance of complex situations that could make the interpretation of results a more difficult task. To meet the first requirement, we selected a group communication problem, a typical and intuitive real-time distributed situation, offering a high degree of versatility concerning the desired complexity level involved. To meet the second requirement, we used a simulation workbench that reproduced the selected problem, simplifying accessory aspects and preserving all the essential properties that ensure the accuracy and expressiveness of the results.
As a good example of the benefits introduced by the simplifications that took place, it is considered that, although normal messages can be lost in the communication process, acknowledgments cannot. Since from the message sender point of view both of these losses are equivalent and undistinguishable, the occurrence of acknowledgment losses would increase complexity without enriching the study or its results.
Description
The problem in question was conceived in order to serve a generic purpose, but the description of a real and specific situation will help to clarify its outlines. Imagine a team of stockbrokers, each of them working on a different stock market. Suppose that, in order to coordinate the team's global action, there is a synchronization rule that establishes that each individual can only perform an action after being informed of every other team member's intention. Consider that it is important to perform as many operations as possible and that the communication between stockbrokers takes place in a telecommunication system where the traffic level is variable and messages can be lost. This scenario corresponds to the distributed communication problem adopted in this investigation.
Each agent is associated to a communication node, having the responsibility of sending and resending (when losses occur) a message to each other node. When a message arrives to its destination, an acknowledgment is sent back to the message sender. In each communication season, the users (each associated to a node) exchange messages with each other. One season ends when the last message (the one that takes more time to successfully arrive) reaches its destination.
The traffic level on the communication network varies over time, influencing the reliability: an increase of traffic level causes a decrease of reliability, increasing the occurrence of message losses; a decrease of traffic level has the opposite effect. The better the agents are able to adapt to the sequence of changes, the more accurate becomes the chosen instant for resending lost messages. Increased accuracy improves the communication times, causing the duration of seasons to decrease.
It is important to notice that the communication problem described takes place at application level. In environments where the sequence of events is very fast (imagine a millisecond time scale) the ability for reacting very quickly is often more important than the ability for choosing a good reaction. The time needed to make a good choice can actually be more expensive than a fast, even if worse, decision. Because of this, the agent-architecture proposed in this paper is better suited for problems where the time scale of the sequence of events justifies efforts such as cognition or learning. This does not mean that quick answers to the environment are not possible: deliberation (recognising, learning and deciding) can easily become a background task, only showing its influence on the quality of reactions when there is enough time to identify environmental states and use previously acquired experience. On the worst case (millisecond time scale) this influence will tend to be null and agents will react without deliberating. The better the deliberation process can accompany the sequence of events, the greater will this influence be.
3 Agent-architecture
Introduction
Considering the communication problem adopted, the agents' task is to tune the timeout interval for resending lost messages, so that the duration of the communication seasons and the occurrence of unnecessary resending are both minimised. In their tuning task, agents must deal with information at different time scale perspectives: they must immediately react to constant variations in the state of the environment and also be able to recognize tendencies in the sequence of those variations so that a learning mechanism can be used to take advantage of accumulated experience.
To react to constant variations, each agent uses one of several tuning strategies at its disposal. To evaluate the quality of a tuning strategy in a communication context (for example, during a low traffic period) the period during which that strategy is followed cannot be too short; to allow the search for better strategies, this period should not last too long. These opposing desires led to the introduction of the satisfaction level concept, a varying parameter that regulates the probability of a strategy change decision (the lower the agent's satisfaction level is, the more likely it will decide to adopt a new strategy). As it will be briefly explained below, this satisfaction level depends on two additional aspects: -the detection of changes in the state of the environment (communication conditions); -the self-evaluation of the agents' performance.
To recognize non-immediate tendencies in the sequence of environment state changes, the agent uses its cognition system. The information collected in each communication season is gathered in a memorization structure. This structure is periodically analysed in order to abstract from the details of basic states, fusing sequences of those basic states into generic states classified in communication classes and detecting important variations in the state of the communication system (for example, a transition from a traffic increase tendency to a traffic decrease tendency). The result of this analysis influences the satisfaction level; for example, a change of the communication class, or the detection of an important variation, can cause the satisfaction level to decrease, motivating the agent to choose a new tuning strategy (possibly fitter to the new conditions). Progressively, agents learn to relate the tuning strategies and the communication classes. The establishment of this relationship depends on two classification processes: the classification of the agents' performance and the classification of the generic state of the environment (the communication classes processed by the cognitive system).
A scoring method was developed in order to classify the agents' performance. As the duration of the timeout interval depends on the tuning strategy in use, the qualification of an agent's performance in a sequence of seasons is a measure of the fitness of the strategy used to the communication class observed during those seasons.
The diversity of states of the environment emphasizes the utility of studying a multi-agent system where different individuals may have different characteristics. While an optimism level regulates the belief in message losses (the more pessimistic the agent is, the sooner it tends to conclude that a message was lost), a dynamism level regulates the resistance to stimulation (the less dynamic the agent is, the less it reacts to changes, the longer it keeps using the same strategy). Each different agent has a specific behaviour and interprets the surrounding environment in a different way.
In this section, after introducing some terminology (subsection 3.2), the details of the proposed agent-architecture are presented in the following order: -the tuning strategies (subsection 3.3); -the scoring method (subsection 3.4); -the cognitive system (subsection 3.5); -the learning system (subsection 3.6). Finally, a diagram (subsection 3.7) and an illustration of an operating agent (subsection 3.8) give a global perspective of the architecture.
A more detailed description of this agent-architecture can be found in (Graça, 2000) .
Terminology
The period of time needed to successfully send a message (including eventual resending) and to receive its acknowledgement is called total communication time. When a message successfully reaches its destination at the first try, the communication time is equal to the total communication time; otherwise, it is the time elapsed between the last (and successful) resending and the reception of the acknowledgement.
The ending instant of the timeout interval is called resending instant. It is considered that the ideal resending instant of a message (the instant that optimises the delay) is equal to the communication time of that message. The difference between the resending instant and the ideal resending instant is called distance to the optimum instant.
Tuning strategies
To follow the fluctuations of the communication system, each agent constantly (every communication season) adjusts the resending instant. It is possible to imagine several ways of making this adjustment: following the previous communication time, following the average of the latest communication times, accompanying a tendency observed in the succession of communication times, etc. A tuning strategy is a way of adjusting the resending instant. It is a simple function whose arguments include the communication times observed on previous seasons and the optimism level, and whose image is the resending instant to be used on the following season.
A set of ten tuning strategies is available to the agents, including for example: a reactive strategy (according to this strategy, the communication time observed in season t is used as resending instant in season t+1), an average strategy (as shown in figure 1, each resending instant is defined according to the average of all previous communication times), a semi-reactive average strategy (the last communication time is weighted by one tenth in the average calculus), an almost reactive average strategy (as shown in figure 2, the last communication time is weighted by one third in the average calculus), a reactive ignoring jumps strategy (works like the reactive strategy but keeps the same resending instant when jumps occur). A TCP strategy, reproducing the real procedure adopted by the TCP/IP protocol (see (Peterson and Davie, 1997) for details), was also included in this set. According to this strategy (figure 3) the more unstable the communication conditions are, the bigger is the safety margin used (higher resending instants). It is expected that the diversity of strategies helps to match the diversity of environmental states: different tuning strategies will be differently fitted to the different communication classes. For example, when traffic fluctuations are unpredictable, a reactive strategy will probably produce better results than an average-based strategy; the opposite will probably occur if the traffic level tendency is to vary within a sufficiently well determined interval. The goal of the learning system is precisely to select for each communication class the strategies that produce better results.
Average Strategy
As mentioned before, the optimism level regulates an agent's belief in message losses: the more pessimistic the agent is, the sooner it tends to conclude that a message was lost, the sooner it tends to resend it. Agents with different optimism levels use the same tuning strategy differently: based on the same unmodified resending instant given by the strategy, a pessimistic agent shortens the delay and an optimistic agent widens it (figure 4 shows this effect). 
Effect of the Optimism Level
Performance evaluation
The evaluation of the agents' performance has three main goals: -to measure the significance of different individual features: it may be possible to determine a measure of the fitness of certain agents' characteristics to the communication conditions, if a specific type of agent (for example, very optimistic) tends to receive higher or lower scores under those conditions; -to allow the agents to adjust their procedure: poor performance causes a decrease of the satisfaction level, and eventually leads to a change of strategy; -to support the classification of training examples: this will be detailed further ahead, in the learning system subsection.
At the end of each season, each agent has information that allows it to qualify its performance. The score obtained helps each individual to answer the following question: how accurate were the resending instants chosen? As it will be detailed in the learning system subsection, the successive scores will help to answer another question: how fitted is the chosen strategy to the communication class currently observed?
The main performance evaluation score is obtained considering the sum of distances to the optimum 1 instants, adding a penalty for each message unnecessarily resent (the lower the score, the better the performance).
To clarify this system, consider the following example: -agent A sends 3 messages during a communication season, to agents B (mAB), C (mAC) and D (mAD); -the resending instant for mAB is 150 time units; -the resending instant for mAC is 180 time units; -the resending instant for mAD is 140 time units; -the acknowledgement from mAB arrives after 146 time units; -the acknowledgement from mAC arrives after 183 time units (an unnecessary resend occurred); -the acknowledgement from mAD arrives after 270 time units (this means the first message wasn't acknowledged, and the second one's acknowledgement arrived after 130 time units).
Given this situation, agent A would get: -4 points for mAB (150-146); -6 points for mAC (183-180=3, penalty for unnecessary resend 2 : 3*2=6); -10 points for mAD (140-130); Agent A's final score is 20 points. For example if the resending instant for mAB were 155 time units (further away from the optimum instant by 5 time units), the score would have been 25 points (worse than 20).
Two additional auxiliary scoring mechanisms are also used in order to evaluate the agents' performance 3 . Each of these mechanisms ranks the agents on each season (from first to last place), according to each of the following criteria: -the necessary time to complete the sending task (the best one is the first to receive all acknowledgements); -the quality of the chosen resending instants (same criteria as the main method described above). At the end of each season, each agent is scored according to its rank (the first of n agents gets 1 point, the second 2 points, and so on until the last that gets n points). The information about every agent's performance is gathered and processed at the end of each season in order to establish the rank. On a simulation workbench this is a trivial task because all the information is locally available. On a real situation, a way of gathering the information and broadcasting the results would have to be studied.
The purpose for these auxiliary mechanisms is to allow the agents to compare each other's performance. When the communication conditions are unstable the resending instants are more difficult to set and, although the agent's performance may be good (considering the complexity involved), the main score (determined in an absolute way) will tend to be lower. In these cases, the auxiliary scores (determined in a relative way) can help each agent to correctly evaluate the quality of its performance.
Cognitive system
The information memorized after each season is continuously analysed and processed in order to provide the agent with an image of the world. The memorization structure, more than just an information repository, is a fundamental part of the cognitive system; among other information (arguments for the tuning strategies), it stores:
-a short memory block: contains each ten consecutive average communication times and the average performance score during those ten seasons (state of the environment in the last few seasons); -a global memory block: the result of a process of synthesis of past short memory blocks (state of the environment during a wider period).
Every ten seasons, a short memory block is processed in order to obtain information that is then added to the global memory block. This synthesised information includes: a set of parameters that characterize the traffic oscillation (for example, how many increases of traffic level were observed during the ten seasons), the communication class observed, and the average performance score.
A communication class is a generic classification of the state of the environment. Such a classification is determined from the parameters that characterize the traffic conditions (obtained from each short memory block), and has three dimensions: the traffic level (high, medium, low, variable), the traffic variation tendency (increase, decrease, constant, alternating, undetermined) and the sudden variations occurrence (jumps, steps, jumps and steps, none).
The detection of variations in the communication system is based on the following principle: the greater the difference between the global communication class (the communication class of the global memory block) and the communication classes of the last short memory blocks, the more likely it is that a significant variation is occurring. A metric of three-dimensional distance between communication classes was developed in order to apply this idea (considering, for example, that the difference between a high and a medium traffic level is smaller than the difference between a high and a low traffic level). The distance between two communication classes is obtained by adding the distances between each dimension's members.
The detection of variations causes the satisfaction level to progressively decrease, motivating the agent to choose a new tuning strategy more adequate to the new communication class. When a variation is first detected, the decrease of satisfaction is generally small; in this way, if the variation is merely transitory its impact will be minimal. However, if the variation is progressively confirmed, the decrease in the satisfaction level is continuously accentuated: the more obvious and significant the variation is, the larger becomes the satisfaction level decrease.
Learning system
The agents must be able to adapt to the conditions of the communication system, selecting the best strategies for each communication class. This requirement appeals for a learning mechanism that builds up and uses accumulated experience. When its performance isn't satisfactory (bad score), an agent must learn that the strategy used in the current communication class is probably not adequate. If the performance is good, the agent must learn the opposite.
The learning mechanism is based on the following cyclic process associated to internal state transitions: -Finalization of the previous state (a new training example is stored); -Prevision of a communication class and selection of a tuning strategy for the next state; -Beginning of the new state. When the satisfaction level is low (bad performance and/or variation detected), an agent may decide to finalize its current state. The dynamism level associated to each agent makes it possible for two agents to act differently when facing the same conditions: a more dynamic individual is more likely to feel dissatisfied and will consequently change its state more often then a more conservative individual. An agent's state (from the learning mechanism perspective) consists of a sequence of communication seasons, characterized by a global communication class, a strategy in use, and a performance score. When an agent decides to end the current state, this characterization is used to build a new training example, a triple <communication class, tuning strategy, performance score>. The training examples are stored into a two-dimensional table (the experience table) that contains the average score for each pair <communication class, strategy>, recalculated every time a correspondent training example is added. The more training examples (concerning a particular communication class) an agent stores, the higher is its experience level (in that class). This form of case based learning has some specific characteristics: the learning cases are processed instead of being stored (only necessary information is preserved); it admits an initially void base of cases; it is dynamic, in the sense that new learning cases cause previous information to be progressively adjusted (recalculation of the average score). This learning mechanism has therefore some resemblance to a simple way of reinforcement learning 4 .
Before initiating a new state, the agent must predict a communication class and choose a new strategy. The prediction of a communication class for the next state is based on the following complementary ideas: if the state transition was mainly motivated by bad performance, the communication class remains the same; if it was motivated by the detection of variations, then those variations are analysed in order to predict a new communication class. This analysis considers the latest three short memory blocks, using their data to determine a new communication class (assuming that the lately detected variations characterize the new state of the communication environment). If transition patterns were to be found in the sequence of states, this prediction process could be enhanced by the use of another learning mechanism that were able to progressively determine which transitions were more likely to occur.
To select a new strategy an agent may consult the experience table (selecting the best strategy according to the predicted communication class), choose randomly 5 (when it has no previous experience or when it decides to explore new alternatives), or consult a shared blackboard (described ahead). The random selection of strategies is the preferred option when the agent has a low experience level, being progressively abandoned when the experience level increases (even when experience is very high, a small probabilistic margin allows random selections).
The shared blackboard is used as a simple communication method for sharing knowledge between agents. Every ten seasons, the most successful agents (those who receive better scores) use it to register some useful information (strategy in use and communication class detected), allowing others to use it in their benefit. When the agents do not use this communication mechanism, learning is an individual effort; if it is used in exclusivity (as the only way to select a new strategy), learning does not occur 6 . When it is optional, it enables a simple way of multi-agent learning: by sharing their knowledge, the agents allow others to benefit from their effort, eventually leading each other to better solutions earlier than it would happen otherwise.
When a new state begins, the agent's memory (short and global blocks) is initialised. If, in a short period of time (first thirty seasons), the predicted communication class proves to be a wrong prevision (because the analysis was wrong or because the conditions changed), the 4 Our initial idea was indeed to use reinforcement learning, but a more careful study revealed incompatibilities between this learning mechanism and the addressed problem: on the state transition process, there is no necessary relationship between the action an agent selects (new tuning strategy), and the following state (that includes the communication class, which is generally not influenced by the agent's choice); moreover, a state is only identified at the moment of its conclusion. These facts oppose the most basic principles of reinforcement learning. 5 Random selection could be replaced by another specific distribution (such as Boltzmann distribution). 6 An agent whose only method of strategy selection is consulting the blackboard is considered opportunistic: he develops no learning effort and always relies on other agents' work. agent may choose to interrupt the new state to correct it. In this case, regarding the interrupted state, no training example is considered.
Agent-architecture diagram
The diagram shown in figure 5 summarizes the agent-architecture presented in this paper. The reaction module includes a message management unit, responsible for sending and resending messages according to the strategy in use (modified by the optimism level). The strategy is changed when the strategy management unit produces such a decision.
Communication System
Strategy
The data processor unit included in the cognition module is responsible for analysing the information that is constantly memorized, evaluating the environment (communication classes) and the performance (score). Conditioned by the dynamism level, the result of this analysis influences the satisfaction level. Whenever a state transition occurs, the data processor sends necessary information to the learning module so that a new training example can be created and stored.
The strategy management unit included in the learning module is responsible for the state transition decision (conditioned by the satisfaction level) and its related operations. It stores the training examples in the experience data unit.
Learning with agent Adam
The following description illustrates a sequence of operations of a specific agent during a learning state. This example can help to clarify the concepts presented along this section, showing how they are applied in a practical situation.
Agent Adam, a very optimistic and very dynamic individual, was using an average-based strategy to tune the resending instants. Since he is very optimistic, the resending instants are delayed accordingly (a less optimistic agent following the same strategy would resend earlier than Adam). The strategy was producing good results (he was receiving high scores) in a communication environment characterized by a low and constant traffic level, with no sudden variations; this communication class was being observed in the last 50 seasons (that far, the duration of the current state). Adam's satisfaction level was high and a change of strategy was not in consideration.
After ten more seasons had passed, the latest short memory block was analysed and some jumps were detected. Initially, the detection of this new condition caused only a small decrease of the satisfaction level; but when it was confirmed by two additional short memory blocks and reinforced by low scoring (the adopted strategy was now producing bad results), it motivated a quick decrease of the satisfaction level that led to a strategy change decision. If Adam were less dynamic, the decrease of the satisfaction level would have been slower and such decision would probably take a longer time to occur.
Following the strategy change decision, a new training example was stored, describing the good results of the previous strategy under the previous communication class (low and constant traffic level, with no sudden variations). If the same conditions were met in the future, this information could then be helpful for the selection of a tuning strategy.
Considering the latest short memory blocks, a new communication class was predicted: low and alternating traffic level, with jumps. Since Adam had no memory of operating under such conditions, he couldn't rely on previous experience to select a new tuning strategy. So, putting aside a random selection alternative, he decided to consult the blackboard. Understanding that Amy, a very successful agent that had been receiving the highest scores, had detected the same communication class, Adam selected the same tuning strategy that she was using, and then begun a new state.
Even if Amy's strategy were a bad choice for Adam, he would have in the future (when the same communication class were detected and a random selection of strategy decided) the opportunity for testing other strategies (explore other possibilities) and find out which one would serve him better in this situation. Moreover, he would (given enough opportunities) eventually select untested strategies even if a good strategy were already found (this would allow him to escape local minimums in local search). However, if Amy's strategy were a good choice for Adam, it would allow him not only to perform better but also to accelerate his learning effort (a good reference point in terms of tuning strategy would allow him to quickly discard worst alternatives).
Introduction
Using a simulation workbench for the group communication problem described, a significant number of tests were made. In this section we describe the most relevant of those tests and discuss their results. To support these tests, several traffic variation functions were created. Some reflect traffic variation patterns as they are found in real communication situations; others set interesting situations that help the evaluation of the different aspects of the agent-architecture.
Each simulation is composed by a sequence of one thousand communication seasons. Each test is composed by a sequence of five hundred simulations. The average of the agents' added distances to the optimum instants (from hereon referred simply as distance) is the value chosen to express the results.
Tuning strategies and cognitive system
The initial tests were focused on the tuning strategies. The original set of strategies was tested separately (no cognition or learning) under different traffic conditions. These tests led to the introduction of additional strategies (to cover important specific situations) and to an important (and expected) conclusion: different communication classes have different more adequate strategies.
The tests made to the cognitive system allowed its progressive refinement. In its final version, the system was able to classify the communication conditions in a very satisfactory manner. The possibility of capturing the essential aspects of a complex real-time environment in a classification system opened the door to the introduction of the learning mechanism.
Learning mechanism
The learning mechanism produced a clear and important result: the progressive decrease of the distance. The more complex the traffic variation function is (in other words, the greater the number of communication classes needed to capture the evolution of traffic conditions), the slower is this decrease.
In simple situations, where a single tuning strategy is highly adequate to the traffic function, the learning curve tends to approach the results that would be obtained if only that strategy was used 7 (figure 6). In more complex situations, when the diversity of the traffic variation function appeals to the alternate use of two or more strategies, the advantage of the learning mechanism becomes evident (figure 7). To confirm this result, special tests were made. Three different sets of available tuning strategies were considered in these tests: set A included the best strategy (the one producing better global results if used in exclusivity on the chosen context) and four other strategies (chosen randomly); set B included the five remaining strategies; a full set always included all ten. In each test, each of these sets was used separately and the respective results were compared. These tests showed clearly that, in some situations, the diversity of strategies is more important then the global fitness of any particular strategy. The full set often produced the best results (especially on complex traffic variation contexts) and, in some cases (as the one in figure 8 ), set A produced the worst results (even though it contained the best strategy). From these results emerges the idea that, in certain traffic variation contexts, there is no single strategy that can be used to match the performance of alternating a set of different strategies.
Strategies and Learning
Optimism and dynamism levels
Various tests showed that the optimism level could clearly influence the agents' performance. When the traffic level has a low variation or while it continuously decreases, pessimistic agents usually have a better performance; when the traffic level has a high variation or while it continuously increases, an optimistic posture tends to be better.
The next two figures show the results of testing five different sets of agents grouped by their optimism levels (all having neutral dynamism levels). Figure 9 refers to testing on a traffic variation context where the traffic level predominantly increases: periods of traffic increase are intercalated with abrupt and instantaneous traffic level decreases, producing a typical sawtoothed pattern. Since optimistic agents tend to delay their resending instants, they have better chances to avoid unnecessary resending under such conditions 8 and achieve a better performance. Figure 10 : The influence of the optimism level (traffic context with no predominant variation)
Optimism level and Learning
As it is evidenced by figure 10 , the relation between the optimism level and performance can be complex: although an optimistic posture produces the best results, a highly optimistic posture is worse than a highly pessimistic posture.
The effect of the dynamism level on the agents' performance wasn't made clear by the tests. It was observed that extremely dynamic agents had more difficulty in learning (they eventually achieved the same distance of others but took more time to do so).
Communication between agents
As described before, the agents may use a simple communication method ( Encouraged by this observation, new tests were made in order to compare the performance of a set of agents that learn without using the blackboard with the performance of an opportunistic agent that only uses the blackboard (only uses the experience of others and doesn't learn by itself). These tests showed that, regardless of the traffic function in use, the opportunistic agent's performance was never worse then the learning agents' performance. Moreover, when complex traffic variation functions were used, the opportunistic agent clearly beat the agents that were able to learn (figure 12). It is important to notice that, in this case, the opportunistic agent achieves a clearly better performance since the first simulation, and reaches its best performance level within the first ten simulations. This is a clear sign that the learning task could be optimised, that the interactions between agents (namely the knowledge sharing) can improve global performance (even at early stages), and that having agents with different tasks or roles can benefit the collective effort and enhance the results.
Communicating or Learning
Conclusions
The good results achieved with the proposed agent-architecture in a simulated group communication problem showed its adequacy to a real-time environment. Reacting through the use of different tuning strategies, classifying the environment through a cognitive system, and progressively determining the fitness of those strategies to specific communication classes, the agents were able to significantly improve their performance. Furthermore, in some situations, the alternation of strategies allowed by the learning mechanism achieved results that were clearly superior to those obtainable using a single strategy, leaving the idea that having an expressive variety of options can be a good way of addressing the complexity and dynamism of the environment.
The optimism and dynamism levels added versatility and adaptability to the agents. The optimism level revealed a special relevance, significantly influencing the agents' performance in various situations. The accurate characterization of these situations could motivate the online variation of this level, allowing increased adaptation to the environment.
The use of the blackboard as a knowledge sharing method improved overall performance. Furthermore, especially under complex traffic variation functions, opportunistic non-learning agents had better performance than learning non-communicating agents.
